Processing of conflicting cues in an attention-shift paradigm studied with fMRI.
We investigated the effects of conflicting cues in visual attention on brain function, based on a modified version of the Posner cue-target paradigm. The classic paradigm utilizes either a peripheral or centrally placed cue that involuntary or voluntary results in a shift of attention to the cued side. The modified paradigm involves presenting both a peripheral and central cue at the same time, but where the two cues convey conflicting information regarding direction of attention. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) were used to record neuronal activation in localized brain areas and networks when the subjects performed the attention task. We hypothesized that the 'exogenous invalid/endogenous valid' condition would activate the anterior attention system to a larger extent than the 'exogenous valid/endogenous invalid' condition, reflecting a need for top-down information processing in this condition. The results for performance data showed that the peripheral cue took precedence over the centrally placed cue when the two cues were in conflict, since reaction times were significantly longer in the "exogenous invalid/endogenous valid" condition. The fMRI data showed an increase in activation in the visual cortex, the left parietal lobule, and in the left cingulate gyrus in both the exogenous valid/endogenous invalid and exogenous invalid/endogenous valid conditions. For the exogenous invalid/endogenous valid condition, there were, in addition, significant activations also in the inferior and middle frontal gyri, and in the precentral gyrus. We interpret these findings as reflecting that these brain areas particularly involved in top-down modulation of attention that interferes with a bottom-up, exogenous-driven effect.